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CHAPTERR THREE 

POLITICALL ECONOMY OF K N O W L E D G E CONSTRUCTION 

©© Purnaka L. de Silva 

Oncee upon a time, the Lone Ethnographer rode o f f into the sunset in search of his 'native.' 
Afterr undergoing a series of trials, he encountered the object of his quest in a distant land. 
There,, he underwent his rite of passage by encountering the ultimate ordeal o f ' f ie ldwork. ' 
Afterr collecting 'the data," the Lone Ethnographer returned home and wrote a 'true' account 
off 'the culture.'...By definition, the Lone Ethnographer was literate, and 'his native' was not. 
Inn accord with tleldwork norms, 'his native' spoke and the Lone Ethnographer recorded 
'utterances'' in his 'field-notes.' In accord with imperialist norms, 'his native' provided raw 
materiall ('the data') for processing in the metropolis. After returning to the metropolitan 
centerr where he was schooled, the Lone Ethnographer wrote his definitive work. The sacred 
bundlee the Lone Ethnographer handed to his successors includes a complicity with 
imperialism,, a commitment to objectivism, and a belief in monumentalism. The context of 
imperialismm and colonial rule shaped both the monumentalism of timeless accounts of 
homogenoushomogenous cultures and the objectivism o f a strict division o f labor between the 'detached' 
ethnographerethnographer and 'his native. ' The key practices so bequeathed can be subsumed under the 
generall rubric o f fieldwork, which is often regarded as an initiation into the mysteries o f 
anthropologicall knowledge. The product o f the Lone Ranger's labors, the ethnography, 
appearedd to be a transparent medium. It portrayed a 'culture' sufficiently frozen to be an 
objectt o f 'sc ient i f ic ' knowledge [emphasis mine] (Rosaldo 1993:30-31). 

Knowledgee in the age of postmodemity wi l l be permanently contested, not because truth 

surfacess only, and rarely, in the heat o f battle, but because knowledge has come to be 

inseparablee from power and is no longer assumed to be beneficent... Today, knowledge -

scientific.. Western reason - bears the scars o f its many wars. Its dreams are tattered and its 

confidencee irrevocably shaken. In generations past, science and Western reason triumphed 

grandlyy by means of a relentless assault on its competitors: religion, myth, narrative, moral 

philosophy,, folk knowledges. Today, it is as i f those repressed rivals have returned to take 

theirr revenge. The towering grandeur o f scientific reason has all but crumbled under a barrage 

o ff assault from those who claim to be its victims: people o f color, non-Westerners, women, 

lesbianss and gay men. the disabled, and tlie poor and economically disempowered (Seidman 

1994:327). . 

Theree is a strong tendency prevalent even today in the social sciences (politics, history, economics, sociology, 

anthropology)) and philosophy, of examining, investigating and verifying 'the facts' in order to describe how 

certainn events or 'realities' take place or 'occur' or are 'caused' to occur. Alan Goldman for example defends 

'empiricall knowledge", and argues for 'common sense' and 'scientific realism', within an explanationist 
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frameworkk (Goldman 1991). It is these very same notions of 'sc ient i f ic ' and empirical 'authority' (bordering 

onn the superior), and 'truthful explanation', purported by the likes o f Goldman et al, which is questioned in this 

chapter. . 

Onn the surface, this pseudo-scientific style o f empiricist research, followed by many conventional 

sociall scientists, is somewhat similar to the millions of 'fact f inding missions' undertaken by their bureaucratic 

counterpartss the world over - e.g. in United Nations agencies, Government departments and Non-

Governmentall Organisations (international, regional and local). What sets social science research apart is 

possiblyy its scope, depth, time-taken, adherence to research practices and methodology, attention to detail and 

thee use of the language o f science. Unfortunately, the adoption of such a line o f research or investigation 

succeeds,, more often than not, in the production of volume after volume o f descriptive material, with little or 

noo attention paid to theoretical questions or to address criticisms o f such an approach. This undesirable trend, 

particularlyy in sociology, was a phenomenon most evident in post-war America, as noted by C. Wright Mil ls 

(1970)) in his classic work The Sociological Imagination: 

II f grand theorists retreated from the empirical world into the realm of 'pure mind, ' empiricists 
imaginedd that they could discover truth by submerging intellect in the realm o f 'pure facts.' 
Althoughh abstracted empiricists appeal to a natura! scientific model to legitimate their 
sociology,, their research typically lacks any conceptually integrating impulse. In reality, 
empiricistss engage in highly specialized, narrowly focused research that may have the 
trappingss o f science (e.g.. methodological rigor, statistics, the language of science) but la;ks 
thee unifying theoretical vision of natural science. Mil ls interpreted empiricism as animated by 
thee American spirit o f problem-solving, liberal reform. However, whereas an earlier tradition 
o ff sociological problem solving aimed to improve the condition of the socially disadvantaged, 
post-warr empiricism was in the service of the power elite.' Sociologists were now routinely 

'' The concept of the Power Elite is discussed in detail in Mil ls ((1956). According to Giddens: 

Thee power elite, in Mi l l 's portrayal, is composed mainly o f (male) wealthy-white Anglo-Saxon 
professionalsprofessionals (WASPs). many of whom have been to the same prestigious universities, 
belongg to the same clubs and sit on government committees with one another. They have 
closelyy connected concerns. Business and political leaders work together, and both have close 
relationshipss with the military through weapons contracting and the supply o f goods for the 
armedd forces. There is a great deal of movement back and forth between top positions in the 
threee spheres. Politicians have business interests; business leaders often stand for public 
office;; higher military personnel come to sit on the board of large conpanies...The power elite 
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hiredd by administrators - the institutional managers of the power elite - in a variety of 
bureaucraticc settings for the purpose of maximizing social control...Instead of orienting to a 
democraticc public. Mill s saw sociology, at least in its empiricist aspects, as responsive to 
clients,, in particular, to lower-level managers of society. Both grand theory and abstracted 
empiricistss have retreated from the project of the classical tradition as a critical public 
discoursee (Seidman 1994:169). 

Inn fact, despite their claims to be 'scientists'2 many practitioners of empiricist research agendas have scant 

regardd for "theorv" or . By doing so, the process of examining, analysing and evaluating why certain 

eventss or realities did or did not take place, is largely overlooked or ignored. This is a point supported by the 

sociologistt Anthony Giddens (Giddens 1991:16-17), who states that, '"Practical people' tend to be suspicious 

off  theorists, and may like to see themselves as too down-to-earth to need to pay attention to more abstract 

ideas,, but all practical decisions have some theoretical assumptions lying behind thenï [emphasis mine] (Ibid: 

17).. Similarly. Martyn Haminersley argues that underlying the diversity and looseness of terminology 

pertainingg to ethnography, is "a certain vagueness in thinking about methodological issues that arises from a 

widespreadd emphasis among ethnographers on the primacy of research practice over 'theory" about how to do 

it.. Sometimes this amounts to an anti-methodological and anti-theoretical prejudice" [emphasis mine] 

occupiess the highest level [of power in the United States], formally and informally taking the 
mostt important policy decisions affecting both the domestic arena and foreign policy 
[emphasiss added] (Giddens 1991:327-328). 

Thiss same scenario can similarly be applied, according to a more or lesser degree, in relation lomctle. wealthy 
whilewhile professionals (Anglo-Saxon, Celtic, Germanic, Latin, Nordic, Slavic or otherwise) in continental Europe 
(includingg the member states of the European Union) and Oceania (i.e. Australia and New Zealand). And if the 
raciall  category of 'white' is left out of the equation and substituted with ethno-national categories, such as 
Chinese.. Filipino, Indian, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, Malay, this scenario waild also apply (more or less), 
too South and East Asia (including the member states of ASEAN). The point 1 am trying to get at here, is that 
thiss (admittedly heterogeneous) phenomenon is quite widespread, entrenched and almost institutionalised. 

22 The claim that the social 'sciences' are indeed scientific has its roots in a naive positivist past and is a 
contentiouss declaration at the best of times. However, for the argument's sake and according to a more 
traditionallyy held viewpoint, a la Giddens, "Science is the use of systematic methods of investigation, 
theoretical'thinkk ing, and the logical assessment of arguments, to develop a body of knowledge about a 
particularr subject-matter" (Giddens 1990:21). Giddens also insists, albeit a little lamely, that the social 
'sciences'' are scientific disciplines, 'in the sense that1 they involve, "systematic methods of investigation, the 
analysiss of data, and the assessment of theories in light of evidence and logical argument" (Ibid: 21-22). 
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(Hammersleyy 1990:1). 

Apartt trom these points of contention, when reading empiricist research writings of the 'vacuum-

cleaner'' variety, one is confronted by a veritable wall o f information, facts, figures and statistics, which unless 

writtenn in lucid, moving and persuasive prose, makes headway a laborious and at times fruitless pursuit.-' In 

thiss context (i.e. vis-a-vis the over-representation of particulars), anthropology's classic norms are no 

exception. . 

whichh prefer to explicate culture through the gradual thickening o f symbolic webs o f 

meaning.. By and large, cultural analysts use...such terms as thick description. muliivncalit)'. 

polysemy,polysemy, richness, and text we...the common anthropological assumption [is] that the greatest 

humann import resides in the densest forest o f symbols and that analytical detail, or 'cultural 

depth.'' equals enhanced explanation o f a culture, or 'cultural elaboration." Do people always 

inn fact describe most thickly what matters most to them? [original emphasis] (Rosaldo 

1994:2). . 

Anotherr related feature, is a common tendency among certain ethnographers (e.g. Hannerz 1969 and Flinch 

1979)) to extrapolate from their rather narrow; empirical case studies and "seek to generalise from it to an 

aggregatee o f cases that is o f general interest" {Hammersley 1990:49-50). However, as Hammersley goes on to 

pointt out, while "Hannerz effectively uses his study...ethnographers are often not very clear about the nature 

of'theof'the whole to which they are generalising An example is Punch's study" [emphasis mine] {Ibid: 50). And in 

thiss research project, rather than using narratives to make generalisations about 'paramilitaries-at-large'. 1 

choosee to represent particular aspects of Tamil paramilitary culture, while engaging with problems of political 

violencee at a wider theoretical level. 

hii relation to the holy grail o f research practice (referred to by Hammersley). traditional empiricists 

likee to imagine that any (Held) researcher embarking on her or his project begins the enterprise possessing 'a 

blankk slate', which can be "filled in ' with facts, figures, details and statistics {the more the better). What they 

veryy often overlook and do not take into consideration, is that all researchers, carry with them their cultural 

33 In line with the subject of ethnographic inquiry (so eloquently begun by Renato Rosaldo). Hammersley 

(1990)) points out that reading and assessing ethnographic research is as important as its conduct. 
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bamzaeee and subjective perspectives. These preconceptions are borne out o f processes o f socialisation that 

includee underlying academic, socio-political (in relation to class, race, ethnicity, religion and/or ideology) and 

gender-basedd preferences to 'the field o f research*; and that therefore, the slate is never really blank. And as 

forr the passion for 'hard' facts, figures, details and statistics - where the empiricist wants to 'say it a l l ' - it is 

butt a delusion, which eventually turns into a process of self-entrapment. And i f craving to 'say it a l l ' is taken 

too an extreme, as repeated in one acerbic joke, 'the field researcher examining the plantation system in Sri 

Lanka,, would first be asked by her/his supervisors to count the number o f leaves on a tea bush before 

proceedingg any further'. No single researcher or even a group o f researchers can ever 'say it a l l ' for there wi l l 

alwayss be different representations, narratives, perspectives, interpretations, methodologies, theories, 

approaches,, arguments, techniques, strategies, etc.. to tackle any given 'research prob lem' - a situation o f 

permanentt contestation as noted above by Steven Seidman (1994:327). In other words, there is no single or 

absolutee 'universal truth' but more often than not, numerous, varying and diverse representations of ' real i t ies ' , 

pertainingg to various (and even parallel) moments in time and space. 

ExperimentalExperimental Anthropoid^' and its Impact on Empiricism 

Sincee the 1980s, exponents of experimental anthropology - such as James Cli f ford. George Marcus, Renato 

Rosaldo.. Michael Fischer. Paul Rabinow, Vincent Crapanzano, Taial Asad and others- have radically changed 

thee staid and somewhat stale practices of the discipline and have challenged the status quo. As one o f their 

moree unconventional colleagues. Stephen Tyler has correctly pointed out that: 

Itt is now commonplace that empirical research in anthropology is intimately involved in the 
scenee o f writing...[where] practices o f writ ing are enabling conditions for every facet o f 
empiricall research, from training of researchers in the reading and writ ing of reports and 
theories,, to the writ ing of research proposals and the recording and dissemination o f 
findings...|and]] revealed by critique....most o f these practices, and the role o f writ ing 
generally,, had formerly been not obvious; they had been hidden, or simply taken for granted 
ass understood, unproblematic conventions, what 'everybody knows'. Critique, in its 
emancipatoryy role o f revealing the interests that motivate practices, has largely succeeded in 
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makingg the anthropological community conscious of" the rhetoric o f its discourse, and has 

encouragedd at least some practitioners to attempt experiments in writ ing that respond in one 

wayy or another to the aporias it has revealed. 'Dialogism'. ' ref lexivi ty ' . 'polyphony', 

'heteroglossia',, 'collage", 'mixed genres', ' tropology', and 'rhetoric' are some of the indices 

o\'o\' experimental practices that have been deployed as strategies o f representation, or as 

responsess to some aspect of the critique of representation. They involve the reading and 

interpretationn of ethnographies, the relationship between informant and tleldworker. the 

recordingg o f Held information, and the writing of ethnographies and theoretical works, and all 

aree motivated by the politics of representation4 [original emphasis] (Tyler 1995:83-84). 

Thereafter.. Tyler goes about shifting the goal posts in provocative fashion, when discussing postmodern 

influencess (new technologies in particular) - where he argues that writ ing and "language-as-object-and-

instrumentt of representation and communication" (Ibid: 85), with language perceived 'as a kind o f primitive 

svstemm of exchange', is on tine verge of becoming extinct. As 1 have argued in chapter one. this position is 

ratherr premature and out o f synchronisation with everyday global realities o f the majority o f humanity: and not 

vervv helpful in contemporary academic contexts, wliere the business o f wri t ing (albeit with the help o f new 

technologies)) still reigns supreme. 

Theree are those o f course who disagree with the practices o f 'postmodern' as wll as experimental 

anthropologyy and do not subscribe to such 'radical' positions, for example, from the more conventional 

standpointt o f the Geertzian interpretive tradition (Geertz 1973). And there are also those anthropologists and 

44 Tvler goes on to clarify what lie means by \Ue politics of'representen ion. 
somee have seen in the 'literariness' of these experiments and in their programmatic 
declarationss a kind of aestheticism. a retreat from the hard-headed business o f scientific work, 
butt this response could not be further off the mark. The effect o f these literary critiques has 
beenn to relativize anthropological writing and research not to aesthetics, but to politics, for the 
thrustt o f critique is not directed toward literary form as such- which might be construed as 
aestheticc - but is focused on the politics of representation, on such things as the 'colonization" 
off native cultures either by anthropologists or the world system, the 'exploitation' o f 
informants,, the 'suppression' of the 'native's voice' and the 'gendered' reading and wri t ing o f 
anthropologicall accounts, the 'class' biases o f anthropological schools, departments, and 
individuals,, the "race', 'class', and 'gender' politics o f publication, appointment, tenure, and 
salary,, anthropology as a tool of imperial power, and so on. This is hardly the manipulatbn o f 
formm for ' form's sake": it is instead, the manipulation o\" form either in order to forward a 
politicall programme, or as the revelation of a hidden political agenda. In short, it is the 
emancipatoryy work o f critique in its usual forms and functors (Tyler 1995:84). 
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ethnographerss who call for the demystification of'subjectivity in the ethnographic process" and for "renewed 

attentionn to the vital position of lieldwoik" (Hastrup and Hervik 1994:3). And who claim that subjective 

experiencee in anthropological knowledge is 'objectivized' through 'common sense', as "a common core or 

culturall  knowledge universally shared" (Kempny and Burszta 1994:122). In my opinion, the rhetoric of such 

run-of-the-milll  arguments illustrate that those who adhere to such standpoints tend to take themselves rather 

seriouslvv as 'anthropologists' and 'ethnographers'. And thereby overlook the possible consideration, that 

despitee all the 'professional' fieldwork. imagination will always play its creative role during the interpretation 

andd representation of 'realities' in writteivtbrm (textually). not to mention in the oral narratives of 

'informants'. . 

Onn the other hand, where the more imaginative practices of experimental anthropology are combined 

andd refined, through more gendered awareness and innovative theoretical (and political) interventions of a 

wholee plethora of inspiring feminist scholars (covering a wide range of subjects and disciplines)- such as de 

Lauretiss (1984. 1986. 1987. 1989). Moore (1988, 1994a.b). Hekman (1990). hooks (1990). Mohanty (1991a. 

1991b.. 1997). Sawicki (1991), Benhabib (1992, 1995a, 1995b), Butter (1992. 1995a, 1995b. 1997), Chow 

(1992).. Moufte (1992, 1993), Hutcheon (1993), Battaglia (1995), Mama (1995, 1997), Bhattacharjee (1997), 

Karamm (I 997) and Panjabi (1997). beside manifold others - the future prospects of research and practice in this 

andd other fields of study looks rather bright, and set to unfold well into the next millennium. Experimentation, 

inn this context, involves challenging the received wisdom and conservatism of the reigning status quo 

(unremittingly)) and pursuing innovative strategies. That is, ones that facilitate the art of writing and help 

mediatee some of the difficulties encountered in this process, such as the problematics of inconstant memories 

andd textual representation of'realities'. 

Political-EconomicsPolitical-Economics of Knowledge Construction 
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Onn a related subject, there are serious concerns that need to be redressed, regarding the construction o f 

knowledgee - hinted at (albeit in the past tense) in the opening quote by Rosnldo. Where, 'The context o f 

imperialismm and colonial rule shaped both the monumentalism o f timeless accounts o f homogenous cultures 

andd the objectivism of a strict division o f labor between the 'detached' ethnographer and 'his native"'* 

(Rosaldoo 1989:3 I). For example, as noted by James Clif ford, 

Interpretivee anthropology...fi]n its mainstream realist strands...does not escape the general 

stricturess o f those critics o f "colonial" representation who, since 1950, have rejected 

discoursess that portray the cultural realities o f other peoples without placing their own reality 

inn jeopardy. In Michael Leiris's early critiques, by way o f Jaques Maquet. Talal Asad, and 

manyy others, the unreciprocal quality of ethnographic interpretation has been called to 

accountt (Leiris 1950; Maquet 1964; Asad 1973). Henceforth neither the experience nor the 

interpretivee activity of the scientific researcher can be considered innocent. It becomes 

necessaryy to conceive ethnography not as the experience and interpretation o f a circumscribed 

"other"" reality, but rather as a constructive negotiation involving at least two, and isually 

more,, conscious, politically significant subjects (Clifford 1988:41). 

Too go one step further, I maintain that even though the era o f imperialism and colonialism is technically non-

existentt in these post-Cold War postmodern and globalized limes, in the context o f the production o f 

knowledge,, however, it is alive and well. Knowledge, particularly in the academy, continues to be produced 

accordingg to the dictates o f research agendas in hegemonic centres o f learning situated in affluent countries, 

whichh can be loosely termed as belonging to the 'West'. In fact the "division o f labour" referred to by Rosaldo, 

enduress in another form, where scholars from less-affluent countries either produce largely descriptive works 

orr borrow from, utilise or add on to theories that are the current fad 'globally. ' As in the case o f the grand 

theoriess o f Liberalism/Marxism and their variants (ranging from the disciplines o f politics, economics, 

sociology,, history, cultural studies to anthropology), to more specific trends aich as structuralism, 

postslructuralism.. postmodernism. post-Fordism,5 globalization, chaos theory, etc. (to identify but a few). And 

^^ Post-Fordism or 'disorganized capitalism" refers to changes in the global economy which took place in the 

1970ss and 1980s, and "are generally represented as entailing the de-monopolization of economic structures 

withh the deregulation and globalization o f markets, trade and labor (featherstone 1991:7). For more details see 

Offee (1985). fash and Urry (1987). Lipietz (1987) Amin (1994) and Nederveen Pieterse (1997). 
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thiss state o f 'knowledge production' has been the case for a very long time. As for the colonialism, this is a 

prejudicee that remains inherent and internalised in most non-Western countries (particularly in former 

colonies),, where a scholar with -internationally accepted' degrees or publications is much more acceptable in 

termss o f prestige and status, than her or his local counterpart. It is not a situation o f simplistic binary opposites, 

betweenn good and bad, rather it is another telling example o f the hegemonic state o f affairs pertaining to the 

constructionn o f knowledge. To date, the only 'non-Western' counter-hegemonic challenge to 'Western* 

canonicall works (such as the Cambridge Histories o f Societies) has been in the sphere o f historiography -

wheree the pioneers of Subaltern Studies (e.g. Guha and Spivak 1988) have attempted to make their mark.6 

Lestt I be misunderstood, note that 1 am not arguing here for a 'pure' indigenous production o f knowledge, 

whichh is in any event an impossibility to achieve, given the level of cross-pollination that takes place. Rather. 

myy point is that a much needed breath of fresh air (yet-to-be-observed) in academia. would be for there to be a 

moree equitable infrastructural development o f centres of learning, particularly in less-developed countries o f 

thee 'South', with indigenous (subaltern) research agendas earning their rightful place when funds are allocated. 

Andd then there is the other contentious issue of the global hegemony of English language discourse in 

academiaa and other international fora - i.e. in what is a predominantly non-English speaking, reading or 

writ ingg world. This phenomenon is combined with difficult questions pertaining to the global cultural 

hegemonyhegemony of English-speaking peoples - including Hollywood movies. M T V . Macdonaldization, haute 

couturecouture and other forms o f globalized consumer culture (Featherstone 1987. 1990 and 1991). that accompany 

thee issue of language as power - for which I have no easy 'solutions'. These are however factors, that have 

stifledd the development and global spread o f indigenous modes o f knowledge and thought on the one hand, 

andd facilitated the spread o f "globally accepted state of the ail knowledge" among indigenous peoples on the 

66 My sincere thanks to Sudipta Kaviraj, with whom I have had illuminating discussions (many moons ago) 

regardingg this topic among others. 
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other.. Knowledge produced in indigenous peripheries would not reach metropolitan centres, unless o f course 

expropriatedd and translated by an intermediary (Hatim and Mason 1991), using English language academic 

discoursee or via popular 'sound-bite' versions on television documentaries with global coverage (e.g. 

Discoverss channel. CNN and BBC World). 

II have had to face aspects of'this problem when conducting some o f my interviews, which were to a 

largee part either in Tamil or Sinhala. while the rest were a mixture o f English-Tamil-Sinhala and felt 

sensibilities,, rolled into one. Fortunately or unfortunately, depending on one's perspective. 1 happen to possess 

ann adequate knowledge o f English. This factor, along with my own life experiences in paramilitary worlds in 

timess gone by. lias enabled me to get on with the enterprise o f writ ing - making me an author and re-

confirmingg my status as pail of the English-speaking cultural élite (nationally, regionally and globally). 

However,, had I or any of my Tamil paramilitary associates not known any English but still gone on with the 

writ ingg o f say. ' l i fe histories in times of political violence and war': then for such work to gain wider curency 

outt yonder in the cosmopolitan world, or for us to be able to read state o f the art theories; translation would 

havee been compulsory. That is. in order to escape the nondescript inevitability o f becoming trapped like a 

provinciall frog in a (non-English speaking) wel l7 Apart from the obvious inhibit ing factor o f simply adding to 

thee costs of production (research, writing and publishing expenses), there are also a number o f problems and 

slippagee during the process o f translation. 

Myy own experience is that translators can interpret a text in a manner that is more conducive with their 

ownn subjectivities and preferences, which in combination with difficulties o f translating theoretical issues from 

Englishh into Sinhala. distorts or garbles the argumentation and concepts used. And this is what happened to 

onee of my (journal) articles, titled: 'Hatred and Revenge Killings: Constructions o f Political Violence in Sri 

Lanka',, which was translated and published in the Sinhala language edition o f PravaJa (de Silva 1995c). 

77 For an interesting discussion of 'Cosmopolitans and Locals in World Culture' see Hannerz (1991). 
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Apartt from such technicalities, there is also slippage when literal translation takes place, without adequate 

attentionn to contexts and 'realities* which are of relevance to the subject matter of a given text. A similar, if not 

moree serious problem arises, when attempts are made to translate or represent, metaphors and narratives of 

audio-visuall imagery, in textual form. Having experienced this difficulty when attempting to transliterate the 

verballvv expressed narratives (in Tamil) of my 'interviewees" into English - while simultaneously trying to 

representt underlying cultural, experimental worlds and psycho-social intentions - 1 have resorted to the 

somewhatt unsatisfactory use of'explanatory" footnotes, autobiographical anecdotes and unavoidable linguistic 

choicess - in order to overcome this rather serious problem. In fact, what became very clear to me during my 

research,, is that any act of hearing or reading involuntarily involves an act of translation. For me, the challenge 

too overcome problems associated with translation and representation is "to match all of these" (Hatim and 

Masonn 1991 :viii) within my selected textual response, in relation to a semiotic and linguistic system intelligible 

too readers from an Anglo-American centred, academic culture and discourse. This undeniable fact brings me to 

thee following conclusion: that suns these trappings (i.e. correspondence with above mentioned, customs, 

practicess and trends), this research project would be deemed 'worthless' or non- publishable. Emphasising 

oncee more, the politico-economic power and hegemony of centres and rituals of learning - which are 

predominantlyy situated in (or adopted from) affluent countries of the 'West* - vis-a-vis the business of' 

knowledgeknowledge production. 

RadicalRadical Empiricism and Textured 'Realities 

II now introduce the work of an ethnographer with a difference, Michael Jackson (not the singer) whose writing 

doess not fit all the criticisms made above of traditional empiricists (abstract or otherwise). The elegantly 

writtenn work of Jackson (1989) is uncommon, given his re-interpretation of radical empiricism a la William 

Jamess (1976) and of relevance to this study. To summarise, Jackson is critical of'subjectivism and all forms of 
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objectivism.'' He develops James's radical empiricism in tandem 'wi th existentialism and critical theory, to 

broadenn the notion of experience to include personal reflection as well as ethnographic description, crisis as 

welll as custom, the image o f the text as well as the life o f the body'. Jackson's thesis focuses on lived 

experienceexperience and how it "overflows and confounds' concepts used to 'contain and represent'. According to 

Jackson. . 

Radicall empiricism is first and foremost 'a philosophy o f ihe experience o f objects and action 

inin which the subject itself is a participant' (Edie 1965:119). This implies that there is no 

constant,, substantive 'se l f which can address constant, substantive 'others' as objects o f 

knowledge.. We are continually being changed by as well as changing the experience o f 

others..Thee 'sel f cannot, therefore, be treated as a thing among things; it is a function o f our 

involvementt with others in a world o f diverse and ever-altering interests and situations...[And] 

yett another way in which radical empiricism differs from traditional empiricism: [is] its 

refusall to reduce lived experience to mathematical or mechanical models and then claim that 

thesee models are evidence or representations o f the essential character of experience [original 

emphasis]] (Jackson 1989:3.12). 

Thee implications o f such a perspective in anthropology calls for an emphasis on ' re l lexiv i ty ' . which Jackson 

notess as follows, while highlighting difference between traditional and radical empiricism: 

Thee importance of this view for anthropology is that it stresses the ethnographer's interactions 

withh those he or she lives with and studies, while urging us to clarify the ways in which our 

knowledgee is grounded in our practical, personal, and participatory experience in the field as 

muchh as our detached observations. Unlike traditional empiricism, which draws a definite 

boundaryy between observer and observed, between method and object, radical empiricism 

deniess the validity of such cuts and makes the interplay between these domains the focus o f 

itss interest...It is the interaction o f observer and observed which is crucial [original emphasis] 

( Ib id:: 3). 

Whilee Jackson's brand of radical empiricism follows an acceptable line o f argumentation up to a point, it is 

stilll held back by a residual element of 'detached observation", where he 'nadvertently perceives 'the f ie ld ' to 

bee somewhere 'out there' w here the 'observers and observed' interact. Locationally. lived experiences are not 

somewheree 'out there', rather they are an inextricable part of the 'here and now' o f all those who participle 

(irrespectivee o f social position, status or occupation), through felt sensibilities (heard, seen, smelt, touched, 

imagined,, dreamt, screamed, agonised). Examples of this range from an unforgettable encounter with a rotting. 
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maggot-riddenn corpse in a violent space, a patch o f jungle, at an unforgotten 'dumping' site" in Ampara, 

easternn Sri Lanka: to more mundane, everyday experiences. As in the case of some of Jackson's encounters 

amongg the Kuranko o f Northeast Sierra Leone. 

Inn relation to the dichotomy between subject and object, maintained by traditional empiricists, Jackson 

presentss a credible explanation, that it "is in large measure a function o f the sensory mode and metaphor it 

privileges"" (Jackson 1989:6). Jackson substantiates his not-so-original, yet pertinent argument, through 

referencess to the works o f Fabian (1983), Edie {1963, 1976). Roily (1979). Dewey (1980:23). Bourdieu 

(1977),, (Turner 1985). Giedion (1941:31), Helliwel! (1992) and his own work. And it is in fact Jackson's 

exposé,, which sensitised me to acknowledge phenomena o f felt sensibilities in my own study. 

Inn formulating the empiricist canons of modern social science. John Locke wrote: 'The 
perceptionn o f the mind is most aptly explained by words relating to the sight' (quoted in 
Fabiann 1983:108).9 Thus the plethora of terms in our Western epistemological vocabulary 
whichh evoke the notion of knowledge as seeing (eidos, eidetic, idea, ideation, intuition, 
theory,, theorize) or refer to optics as a metaphor o f understanding (reflect, specdate. focus, 
view,, inspect, insight, outlook, perspective) (Edie 1963:552, 1976:174) [cf. from Roily 
1979:12]...[which]] has the effect o f distancing the subject from the object, of seeing them as 
discontinuouss entit ies'0... 'Visualism' to use Fabian's term, also implies a .spcia'aliration o f 
consciousnesss in which knower and known are essentially unalike, the one an impartial 

88 Dumping is the term used by Tamil paramilitaries when the bodies o f persons are actively done away with 

(secretlyy or in the full view o f the public), either by the paramilitaries themselves or by the Sri Lankan military 

-- in this case by STF police commandos. Therefore a paramilitary who disposes o f a victim or target, 'dumps'; 

thee ones who are murdered are those 'dumped'; and the paramilitary who excels in this business is a 

'diwnp'mg-iiwnncni''diwnp'mg-iiwnncni' or 'dumping-master'. 

99 Jackson notes, "that the equation of thought and v is ion- the image of the mind's eye- was established wel ! 

beforee Locke's time. Summarizing Bruno Snell's study of classical Greek verbs for seeing, James Edie shows 

howw sight became reified as our primary and unitary metaphor for knowing...(Edie 1976:173)" (Jackson 

1989:190-191). . 

' 00 Jackson refers to John Dewey to explain this process. 
Thee theory o f knowing is modeled after what was supposed to take place in the act o f vision. 
Thee object refracts light to the eye and is seen; it makes a difference to the eye and to the 
personn having an optical apparatus, but none to the thing seen. The real object is the object so 
fixedd in its regal aloofness that it is a king to any beholding mind that may gaze upon it. A 
spectatorr theory o f knowledge is the inevitable outcome (1980:23) (Jackson 1989:6). 
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spectator,, the other Subject to his [sic] gaze (Bourdieu 1977:1. Turner 1985:178). For this 
reasonn 'visualism" is dehumanizing; it denies coevalness {Fabian 1983:108). It runs counter to 
Terence'ss great maxim Homo sum: humani nil a me ulicinim puto(\ am human, and nothing 
humann is alien to me)' ' [original emphasis] (Jackson 1989:6). 

Relyingg on an architectural perspective. Jackson goes on to add that, 

thee alienating effects of visualism can also be related to the impact ot'perspective and literacy 
uponn our consciousness. As Sigfried Giedion shows, perspective (literally, 'clear-seeing") 
becomess the principal Western conception of space from the early fifteenth century and has 
thee immediate effect of privileging the way things appear from a fixed, detached point of view 
-- that of the observer. "'With the invention of perspective the modern notion of individualism 
foundd its artistic counterpart. Every element in a perspective representation is related to the 
uniquee point of view of the individual spectator" (Giedion 1941:31). Perspective however is 
notnot the space-conception of either the pre-Renaissance world or the preliterate world 
[emphasiss mine] (Ibid). 

Throughh the examples of llelliwel l (1992) and his own ethnographic 'lived experiences" (Ibid: 6-9), Jackson 

presentss a textured understanding of (field) research among the Kuranko. 

Myy own lived experiences of being physically, mentally and emotionally on location as a committed 

paramilitaryy once upon a time many moons ago. helped me understand my surroundings and everyday 

'realities""  (spatially and existentially). And thereby come to terms with many of the emotions and passions 

involvedd (including coping with ever-present dangers and concomitant fears). In other words. I was able to 

comprehendd in a textured sense, many of the felt sensibilities that motivated Tamil youth from the rural 

hinterlandd of the north and east, to engage in dangerous operations that could very well (and did) cost many 

theirr lives and cause disability; and which scarred those affected psycho-socially. for the rest of their lives. 

Inn relation to the process of writing however, distance and remembering were two very important 

aspects.. It would have been practically impossible for me to write this ethnography, had I still been living on 

locationn in Sri Lanka or India. The reason for this inability, to use a metaphor, is that 'my nose was too close to 

thee wheel', not to mention the (almost) daily exigencies, which tend to preoccupy ones energies, thoughts. 

11 ' Terence or Pith/ins Terentius Afer (c. 190-159 BC). is the Roman comic playwright of dramas adapted 
fromm Greek models originally developed by Apollodorus of Carystus and Menander. 
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feelings,, passions and dreams. Being distanced from locations o f violence released me somewhat from a 

fearful-passionatee attachment to an impossible way of life. And becoming less tense and losing 'the feeling o f 

beingg hunted', enabled me to reflect on my experiences and begin the process o f remembering (particularly 

thosee o f my close associates who have not survived) and writing. It also brought with it. tremendous feelings 

o ff guilt, bv the mere fact of being a survivor and a sense o f moral outrage at the injustice o f it al l . And it is 

throughh coping with this new set o f experiences, that I have been able to (after a period o f almost eight years) 

completee the writ ing up and fashioning o f what is now, a piece o f research. O f further assistance, was the fact 

thatt a number o f my former associates and present-day 'interviewees', were also in exile and physically 

distancedd (like myself) from the "blood and guts syndrome' often experienced at locations o f violence. This 

distancingg enabled us to r and narrate in peace' (which almost sounds like a contradiction in terms). 

Anotherr remarkable aid to my writing was the tact that my "interviewees' continued to live (on a daily basis 

andd despite the fact that one member o f the group is married) in the same structural environment as 

paramilitariess running a camp.1 - Therefore, whenever I was visiting, all o f us continued recounting/reliving 

ourr common "experiences' (in varying degrees) almost as i f there were no interruptions in between -

illustratingg continuities o f experience across cultures and over time, in new, less-familiar spaces. And 

emotionally,, none o f us were distanced from our past experiences - remembering, narrating, dreaming, and 

sonic,, l i v ing to forget and even lying (at times when the difficult subject of war guilt came up and the burdens 

becamee unbearable). 

SituationSituation of Self 

Perspectivess dealing with "reflexivity" and lived experiences, bring me inevitably back to the situation of my 

I -- Note that I return to this phenomenon in more detail, when discussing 'Exigencies of 'Diasporic' L i fe ' in 

thee chapter on 'Transnational Predicaments'. 
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aulhonul-.sdfaulhonul-.sdf - in this text and in relation to other "non-canonical" work dealing with problems o f violence and 

war.. Let me begin however, with a formidable question raised by the literary and cultural critic Edward Said 

(1989).. and which is reassessed by the critical anthropologist Johannes Fabian, who comments as fol lows: 

Inn a critique of critical anthropology^ Edward Said (1989) makes, among many objections, 

onee which touches on matters that have been a cause of puzzlement and perhaps agony 6r 

manyy practising anthropologists. Said looks at Richard Price's study o f 'First Time", a 

traditionn of secret knowledge among the Saramaka o f Surinam (Price, 1983). 'First Time" 

knowledgee has been a resource in the struggle for identity and survival o f Africans who 

escapedd from slavery and managed to build a new society in a new world. It took 

extraordinaryy sensitivity and ingenuity on the side o f the Saramaka, even to learn o f the 

existencee o f "First T ime' , let atone to describe it and thereby reveal its secret (Fabian 

1991:180). . 

Inn his critique of Price's ethical practice, Said notes that. 

Pricee quite sensitively understands this form o f resistance to outside pressure, and records it 

carefully.. Yet when he asks 'the basic question o f whether the publication o f information that 

gainss its symbolic power in part by being secret does not vitiate the very meaning o f that 

information,"" he tarries very briefly over the troubling moral issues, and then proceeds to 

publishh the secret information anyway (Said 1989:220. cf. Fabian 1991:1 SO-181). 

Thee question quite rightly posed by Said and discussed at length by Fabian, is of special relevance to my own 

researchh and position. As Fabian notes: 

Said'ss question stands: given the relations of domination and oppression that exist, given the 

dangerr that threatens ways of cultural survival based on modes of thought and action which 

dominatorss and oppressors (and the established sciences they serve as tools) normally ignore, 

iss it not the anthropologist who knows and publishes his knowledge a traitor not only of the 

peoplee lie [sic] studies but also of his [sic] own cause? Is the critical anthropologist who 

conceivess o f his work as part o f a struggle for freedom and emancipation and who sets out to 

producee ethnographic knowledge which comes from real access to another society or group, 

orr class, based on interaction, communicative competences and true dialogue (rather than on 

goingg through the motions of a positivist canon of scientific rules and thereby achieve little 

moree than the reproduction of that canon) not the ultimate colluhoratcurl [original emphasis] 

( Ib id:: 181). 

'' J In relation to this critique, Fabian notes. 

Whenn I say that Said formulates a critique o f 'critical anthropology' I use the phrase more 

inclusivelyy to refer also to trends - such as the postmodern deconstruction of ethnographic 

writingss he discusses - which may or may not have been inspired by the critical anthropology 

thatt emerged in the 1960s. They are now part of the changed intellectual environment o f our 

discipline,, they have staked their claims in the field o f critique and need to be confronted in 

criticall debates (Fabian 1991:198-199). 
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Givenn that my study deals with rather contentious subject matter, involving among other issues, ethics, ki l l ing 

andd war, I have my work cut out in striking a balance between being the 'ultimate collaborateur' and 

conducting,, experimental research, that might beneficial in particular to: 

.. Practitioners and academics engaged in processes of regulation, management and eventual resolution o f 

ongoingg conflicts, as in the case o f Tamil paramilitaries in Sri Lanka; 

## Initiate a process o f understanding that wi l l include the future perspectives o f (in many instances) such 

societall pariahs as agents o f political violence and war. who are seen in action globally and contribute 

towardss the implementation process o f long-term peace and stability (as opposed to the more common 

practicee of negative labelling and criticism); and at the very least. 

.. Help de-mystify some of the 'mystique and secrecy' surrounding agents of political violence. 

Thesee well-meaning intentions however do not let me off the hook. I still have to answer specific questions 

(discussedd by Fabian in relation to his position as an ethnographer) pertaining to: revealing secrets; naming 

names,names, being used, taking sides and lifting the disguise ( Ibid: 183-189). Before that however, let me first 

considerr the (possible) charge o f being the e collaborateur'. From the perspective o f my research 

material:: having been a member of a fraternal revolutionary organisation in Southern Sri Lanka and 

subsequentlyy having been a member o f one o f the major Tamil paramilitary groups (a unique in-between 

position),, and given that 1 am o f Sinhalese, upper-middle class extraction, it is quite easy to stand accused o f 

thee charge raised by Said. Whatever has been said and done in the past (and being cleared under the Sri 

Lankann legal process), my intention in this study is to discuss experiential perspectives (including my own) 

thatt I believe to be relevant to a greater understanding of processes of conflict. Towards this end, I represent in 

thiss text (while acknowledging problems o f translation and transliteration discussed above), awrhatim sample 

o ff experiential narratives, from the perspective o\' agents o f political violence - in this case Tamil 

paramilitaries-in-exilee (who hail from the eastern province o\~ Sri Lanka). However, as opposed to the business 
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off  an 'ultimate collaborateur'. my writings here are not in any sense confessional or simply 'navel-gazing'. 

Norr am I working in tandem or for the benefit of any (repressive and/or neo-colonial) state, regional or global 

agency.. As was the case of certain anthropologists who worked among peoples of the interior regions of Indo-

Chinaa under questionable ethical circumstances and who knowingly (or unknowingly) furthered the cause of 

thee American State Department during the Vietnam War. '4 |n contrast, my urge is to write about moments tn 

timee and space gone by. from the privileged perspective of a survivor among survivors and provide a nom'nal 

'textuall  record" of such moments and violent spaces, so that they may inform initiatives of the future. 

Likee Fabian. I did not (nor could I - given my convictions and actions) use methods of "dissimulation 

andd covert or surreptitious detection" (Ibid: 183). However. I did follow a process of'initiation*  (if it can be 

termedd as such) into the ways of Tamil paramilitary praxis, through a rigorous six month training programme 

underr conditions of extreme hardship at a clandestine location. Participation in such activities, and particularly 

throughh long-standing friendships and respect (as an uncommon, in-betueen. vet-frustworthy Sinhalese, 

fellow-traveller)fellow-traveller) - built up during times of common hardship and mortal danger- enabled me to experience at 

first-handd many 'secrets', both at an organisational and existential level. A number of such so-called secrets 

(includingg some of those known and unknown by me), have been made common knowledge over the years, 

particularlyy through the well-documented human rights oriented publications of the University Teacher's for 

'44 Rosaldo notes in this context, that: 
Iff  the classic period [of anthropology] more tightly wove together the Lone Ethnographer's 
legacyy - the complicity with imperialism, the doctrine of objectivism, and the credo of 
monumentalismm - the political turbulence of the late 1960s and early 1970s began a process of 
unravelingg and reworking that continues into the present. Not unlike the reorientations in 
otherr fields and in other countries, the initial impetus for the conceptual shift in anthropology 
wass the potent historical conjuncture of decolonization and the intensification of American 
imperialism.. This development led to a series of movements from the civil rights struggle to 
thee mobilization against the war in Vietnam...Anthropological research in Chile and Thailand 
wass attacked from within the discipline because of its potential uses in counterinsurgency 
efforts.. Elsewhere, the so-called natives began to charge anthropologists with conducting 
researchh in ways that failed to aid local efforts to resist oppression and with writing in ways 
thatt perpetuated stereotypes (Rosaldo 1993:34-35). 
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Humann Rights (Jaffna) (I989a.b.c. I990a.b.c.d,e. I991a.b.c, 1992. 1993a.b.c.d.e. 1994a.b. 1996) and 

associatess (l-loole. Somasunderam. Sritheran and Thiranagama 1992). the journalistic sketching o f Swamy 

(1995)) and Sabaratnam (1997). and the Sri Lankan intelligence based perspectives o f Gunaratna (1994. 1997). 

Nevertheless,, there are other not so well-recorded 'secrets' or 'truths' pertaining to ethics, ki l l ing and war that 

needd to be discussed openly - which particularly involve cultural, political and human values o f 'Tamil 

paramilitaries"" (whether they be former, exiled, jai led, traumatised. serving, antagonistic o f other groups and 

opinions,, separatist-nationalist or collaborationist-nationalist). My contribution in this direction, is to present 

selectt experiential narratives and personal anecdotes concerning a group of actor-participants, and discuss their 

fears,, traumas and (occasional) regrets in relation to times and spaces o f war. along with their lopes and 

aspirationss for a future beyond conflict. And in a related point, which concerns ethical and subjective choices 

madee during ethnographic 'disclosure". Fabian notes that: 

Theree are genres o f verbal interchange in the Jamaa15 that do not lend themselves to 
distancedd reporting (see Fabian, 1974) and while I can write about the genre, I do not put into 
writ ingg what is exchanged in that genre. This has earned me accusations o f unscientific 
conductt - us if there had ever been any subject matter about which cm ethnographer whose 
writingswritings matter had said everything he or she biew [emphasis mine] ( Ibid: 184). 

Inn relation to the dilemma of naming names and protecting my personae dramatis. 1 have adopted the 

fol lowingg course o f action. Having accepted the wishes/demands of my 'principal informants', I have named 

themm according to their movement names (aliases) and in ful l . The argument for doing so is that there is 

nothingg to hide from or be afraid of. given the cumulative effects of all that has transpired in heir lives. And 

thereforee the opinion is that, it is better to call a spade a spade, and be recorded textually. than to do otherwise. 

Thee (possibly foolhardy) act o f being recorded verbatim in a text (their contribution) is in their eyes a very 

powerfull medium o f being able to speak their minds. That is, without inhibitions (except maybe in relation to 

' ^^ A religious movement in Southeastern Zaire with origins in the Catholic mission church, founded in the 

cail>> 1950s by an European called Pacide Tempels and which is the subject o f a career-long study by Fabian. 
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thatt most contentious issue ol' memories and war guilt, discussed at length in chapter seven) and is even 

perceivedd as some sort of a vindication of the difficult years of struggle and sacrifice. This perspective came 

outt stronglv when I was doing my last phase of fieldwork during the first quarter of 1996 in the United 

Kingdom.. At first, when I came with my laptop to the tillin g stations where my would-be-informants worked. I 

wass told in no uncertain terms, that it was expected that 1 (really) work at the til l and shop floor, not muck 

aroundd with a computer. As the interviews progressed, the importance accorded to my endeavours increased 

andd by the end of my stay the laptop was almost a pre-requisite of my presence. 

Thee act of textual recording and eventual publication is a means of'being heard' by a wider audience 

concernedd with issues that have the most meaning or significance, in the lives of a group of Tanil 

paramilitanes-in-c\ile.. who would be viewed by most (cynical) observers as being 'burnt out'. Are the lives of 

myy 'informants' at risk'? Probably, is a likely answer that my 'informants' and I would give, considering the 

levelss of intolerance prevalent in Tamil paramilitary politics in particular and in Sri Lankan politics more 

generally.. Examples of coercion and politico-military 'consequences' are rife. And range from: the tire-

bombingg of Tamil language newspaper/journal outlets and physical intimidation of oppositional writers and 

spokespersonss as far afield as Paris and Toronto by the LTTE; to bombings, kidnappings and murders in 

Jaffnaa and elsewhere by the LTTE and its rivals from the TELO. PLOTE. EPRLF. ENDLF. etc. And the 

punishmentt of former paramilitaries by their erstwhile associates is particularly severe. The murders of Dr 

Rajanii  Thiranagama in Jaffna and Sabalingam Sabaratnam in Paris allegedly by the LTTE in order to 

demonstratee its disapproval of their critical writings and autobiographical accounts respectively, are well-

knownn cases in point among informed Sri Lankan (studies) circles. Apart from those 'informants' who 

demandedd to be named, there is another category of personae dramatis who adopt a more circumspect or 

prudentt approach and it is these individuals who remain cloaked and unnamed. Whenever permissible 

however.. I present verbatim narrative samples, in order to overcome at least some of the difficulties of 
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translationn and transliteration, as well as to underscore different and liitltrt o neglected experiential 

perspectives. . 

Givenn the contentious politics of a deeply divided society and my past associations, I could very well 

standd accused of being 'used' by an anti-LTTE faction or regional grouping consisting of former Tamil 

paramilitaries.. Precisely because I argue against grand narratives, generalisations, stereotypical prejudices, 

simplisticc reductionism and received wisdom, that is cultivated and maintained by hegemonic orthodoxies, be 

theyy Tamil, Sinhala, Muslim or from across the Palk Strait, in India. Rather than being righteous, let me be 

honest.. In this text, in fact. I go O\K step further and 'take sides' by standing firm by my academic and political 

convictions.. Therefore, the point raised by Fabian of "taking sides by not ttking sides' (Ibid: 186-187), does 

nott arise here. In fact. 1 am quite convinced that the way forward16 to new beginnings, beyond conflict and 

towardss long-term peace, is to be achieved through: 

.. The slow and painstaking process of rigorous criticism (including self-criticism) and understanding of 

heterogeneouss perspectives, that are all-inclusive (such as taking into account the opinions of perpetrators 

duringg negotiated peace settlements), and nol based merely on economic and political clout (as in the case 

off  the Kuwaitis during the Gulf War and that of the legendary Zionist lobby in the United States of 

America),, strategic interests (global, regional and local) or numerical strength (at local electoral or 

participatoryy levels); and, 

.. The promotion of pluralistic co-existence, humane values (such as the right to life), tolerance and 

celebrationcelebration of difference (be they "other" peoples, cultures, religions, ideologies and/or oppositional 

perspectives),, as viable alternatives to the terrible realities and consequences of political violence and war. 

Inn fact. I find that polemical or partisan standpoints (of supporting either this party or that), as well as 'quick 

166 As opposed to the majority of studies of ethno-political conflicts, political violence and wars, which are 
moree often than not inward looking or conceitrating on historical materia! - a common metaphor being the 
'roots'' of conflict. 
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Ilx '' perceptions and recipes - which can be found in UN peacekeeping missions and other international 

'conflictt resolution" mechanisms adopted in the recent past - have been to the eventual chagrin of their 

creators.'' 7 These constructs are part of the problem of perpetuating, rather than 'resolving' conflicts in deeply 

dividedd societies. I argue here against interventions made by 'generalists'. who might come up with a handful 

off  'innovative' theories, hypotheses, 'models' or comparative 'insights'. A striking example are those liberal 

adherentss of Arend Lijphart's 'consociational democracy' (1977), who pose as would-be-peacemakers on the 

globall  bureaucratic stage, but who nevertheless fall far short of what should be an accepted goal, which is the 

achievementt of long-term peace and stability.' 8 Such a commitment if acted upon constructively, speedily and 

withh adequate resources (over the long-term) is in the final analysis, both cost-wise and collateral damage-wise 

(inn human, material and infra-structural terms) far less expensive and morally justifiable. A (future) scenario 

thatt would be in contrast with the double-standards, low morals and cost-cutting exercises of' todav. as 

'admirably'' displayed by members of the political élite of the 'international community' during the recent 

humanitariann disasters in Bosnia-Hercegovina, Rwanda and Chechnya, to cite but a few examples.'̂ [n my 

opinion,, the right to life of'human beings (irrespective of race, colour, ethnicity, religion, class, status, caste, 

tribee and/or ideology) should be worth far more (civilizationally) in the 1990s, than petty profit and short-term 

politico-economicc considerations. 

Fabian'ss final point deals with Milting the disguise' (Ibid: 188-189). which is another possible 

criticismm to which I must respond. To the lay observer, it might appear that a study such as mine, undermines 

11 ' For a more detailed discussion of this problematic, see section on Peacekeeping. Demilitarization and 
DemobilizationDemobilization in the Epilogue (chapter nine). 

'88 I develop this critique in the Epilogue, when discussing future possibilities Bevond Conflict. 

' ^^ For a more detailed discussion of issues of morality, double standards and the role of the 'international 
community'' see the section on Ethics. Killing and War in chapter seven, which deals with Transnational 
Predicaments. Predicaments. 
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somee ot' the 'efficacy' of Tamil paramilitaries who are 'fighting for their inalienable rights against an 

oppressivee state apparatus'. My counter-argument to such a claim is that, in whatever manner political 

violencee and war is justified or 'masked' (from the side of the state or by those who oppose it), it is very often 

aa negative phenomenon, with civilians invariably bearing the brunt of the burden. Therefore, there is a dire 

needd on the part of researchers and those involved in coping with the exigencies of such scenarios, to re-

evaluatee the possibilities of alternative means of engagement and equitable problem-solving. 1 argue that in 

orderr to do so. understanding from as many perspectives as possible is vital and my efforts are just one 

initiativee towards furthering this process. And I would be among the first to welcome more detailed studies of 

state-sponsoredd political violence and terror, a task that many human rights organisations, such as Amnesty 

Internationall  and Human Rights Watch, along with their local counterparts, undertake with dedication. One of 

myy aims in this study, is to contribute towards a greater understanding of problems of political violence and 

war,, albeit from the perspective and strengths of my 'expertise' as an in-between participant-actor, with 

uncommonn access to Tamil paramilitary worlds. And there are no 'secrets' unmasked in this text, that are 

unknownn to the Sri Lankan armed services and their Tamil paramilitary allies. Rather, my arguments in the 

followingg chapters point to certain unpalatable 'truths" pertaining to ethics, killin g and war- in particular, the 

futilit vv of protracted war, continued instability and 'combat mode" operations. And pose the question: what 

doesdoes it reallv niacin lo he a human being in violent locations and scared spaces* 

Too round off this chapter let me briefly 'situate my authorial-self vis-a-vis other (non-canonical) 

workss concerned with political violence and war. One of the studies that influenced my own approach is the 

anthropologistt Allan Feldman's excellent exploration of violence through representations of the body, held by 

practitionerss and victims of political terror in Northern Ireland - involving Loyalist and Republican 

paramilitaries,, and sectarian gangs such as the Shankill Road Butchers, as well as militay and police 

(counterinsurgency)) units belonging to the British state (Feldman 1991). In comparison, this study is more 
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centredd on experiential narratives of actor-participants and my own autobiographical perspectives, that also 

briness into focus transnational and Diasporic dimensions of survival, and which examines the possibilities and 

mechanicss o\' long-term peace beyond conflict. That is. through multiple macro and micro-processes involving 

reintegration,, rehabilitation and reconstruction, in combination with skilful mediation, negotiations and conflict 

management.. ...fieldwork under tire, studying war. beyond the killin g fields, the violence within, the will to 

violence,, discourses on violence, violent origins, divine violence, women and violence, mothus of the 

disappeared,, women and war. violence in the Andean region, dangerous encounters... 

Thee work of the moral philosopher Richard Norman has also influenced my writing somewhat. 

Insofarr as it has made me respond to the questions of ethics, killin g and war that he raises, in an examination 

off  the possibility and nature of rational moral argument that touch upon examples, such as the Gulf War and 

thee Falklands (Malvinas) War (Norman 1995). Similarly, the political scientist Herbert IlirsclTs original 

accountt of 20th century genocide and large-scale human violence in relation to the politics of memory (i.e. the 

invocationn by leaders of real or fictitious past injustices to motivate followers to kill for political gain or other 

reasons)) has impressed me enough to take his proposals for reform into consideration (Hirsch 1995). The 

sociologistt Thomas Scheffs unusual examination of'bloody revenge" in terms of emotions, nationalism and 

warr - which cuts across the conventional divisions of sociology, social psychology and history (from micro-

processess o\' family quarrels to the expanse of international relations) - has also provided food for thought. 

Particularlyy in relation to the revenge/counter-revenge mentalities of paramilitaries and other agents of political 

violence,, though I do not subscribe to ail of his arguments (Scheff 1994). 

Andd in relation to the position of this text vis-a-vis more general issues, such as nationalism and ethnic 

conflict,, and the twin contexts of Sri Lanka and South Asian studies - I argue for the inclusion of 

heterogeneous,, gendered (whenever possible), experiential narrative perspectives of local actor-participants 

andd transnational exiles (in this case the hitherto unheard and marginalised voices of a few groups of Tamil 
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paramilitary-exiless trom the eastern province). This is in order to open up and contest (grand) historicist 

realitiess and theories. More conventional, historicist accounts, such as the writings of K.N.O. Dliarmadasa 

(1976.. 1992). Kingsley de Silva(l9SI, 1986. 1992. 1995. 1997) and Shelton Kodikara (!990a,b), posit linear 

representationsrepresentations of Sri Lankan and (in the cases of Silva and Kodikara) South Asian "reality' as fact. This also 

includee shades of thinly veiled Sinhalese majoritarian bias (in relation to Sri Lankan history and politics) and 

pettyy political preference (bordering on xenophobia and partisan local politics). And as David Scott has argued 

inn relation to the debate between the parochial Sinhala nationalist Dhannadasa (1976. 1992) and the anti-

chauvinistt historian Gunawardana (1994. 1995). 

hadd Gunawardana. at the end of ' The People of the Lion." said to the nationalists, in effect. 
'Bui'Bui so what?' what it would have signalled is not merely that the accurate reconstruction of 
thee past of Sinhala identity is perhaps really not the crucial point after all. but more 
importantlyy it would have disconnected the story of the past from the politics of the present 
andd thus made itself invulnerable to historicist criticism. Moreover by so doing, it would have 
servedd to indicate that the political task of theoretical intervention is to refuse to be governed 
byy the questions of one's adversaries, that the task in fact is to will , perhaps even to risk 
changingg the problematic in which those questions have appeared to us as natural, legitimate 
orr even imperative. For this might have made it possible to refuse History its subjectivity, its 
constancy,, its eternity; to think it otherwise than as the past's hold over the present to interrupt 
itss seemingly irrepressible succession, causality, its sovereign claim to determinacy. For in 
thiss thought a different possibility of community might have been made visible- community 
ass a project. Community, to quote Nancy one last time, 'is not historical as if it were a 
permanentlyy changing subject within...a permanently flowing time.„But history is community, 
thatt is. the happening of a certain space of time - as a certain spacing of time, which is the 
spacingg of a 'we." Mere, perhaps, is a provocation that would be useful to think, t> think with 
-- and not as the penultimate gesture in an overcoming, a getting beyond, so much as the initial 
movee in what needs to be an extended elaboration. What the configuration of that discourse of 
communityy might be (and no doubt it wil l have to be one in which the political forms of 
being-in-commonn - of obligation, of friendship, of citizenship- will have to be reformulated) 
hass to be the subject of another set of reflections (Scott 1995:21). 

Thee received wisdom of nationalist discourse, whatever its historical antecedents or ethno-linguistic and 

religiouss or ideological lineage or "truth', is a master narrative of the status quo. Such notions need to be de 

centredd and deconstructed in any deeply divided society, so as to bridge what are (in many instances) 

constructedd or nurtured differences and hatreds. One way of achieving this (albeit) political objective, is 
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throughh representations of a range o f alternative, smaller narratives, that not only highlight and open up 

discursivee space but which illustrate aspects of everyday 'realities' that de-centre the linear representations o f 

nationalistt discourse and scholarship. Such experiences are generally the lot of an unheard majority o f 

bystanders,bystanders, who are more often than not caught up or overtaken by evaits and suffer the consequences o f 

political,, religious and/or ideological conflicts between opposing power élites. A way forward, in overcoming 

thee inadequacies o f parochialism and narrow nationalism, is for such (heterogeneous) majorities to become 

moree cosmopolitan^-® (particularly in modern, urban and industrialised centres: by virtue o f occupations and 

otherr forms o f spatial mixing and cohabitation) in their outlook and understandings o f socio-political 

'realities".. As opposed to being bigoted, prejudiced and hateful o f difference, 'Otherness" and alternative 

discourses. . 

Onn the other hand, the journalist. Narayan Swamy's book on the Tigers of Lanka: From Boys to 

GuerrillasGuerrillas (1995). provides readers who are unfamiliar with the intricacies o f Tamil paramilitary political 

gossipp an. albeit, linear 'descriptive narratology'. The main problem with Swamy's work however, is that it is 

aa collection o f under-researched hearsay (however 'detailed' the story lines) and in fact, it is lack of attention 

toto detail that is Swamy's undoing. Apart from that, he also tends to over-represent (at times) the roles o f his 

mainn characters and his silences or the untold stories in this book point to its overall trajectory, which is a 

romanticisationn of the infamous. Swamy's approach is to appear credible, through the representation o f as 

manvv "facts" as possible. And to many readers, who do not have a grounded understanding o f the intricacies 

andd intrigues o f Tamil paramilitary politics (or Sri Lankan history for that matter), and who therefore read his 

bookk 'b l ind ' , this is in fact the case. 'Factually' speaking in the context o f a 'narrato-hi story", there are glaring 

errorss in the treatment o f subject matter of which the author remains blithely unaware. And it is the scarcity o f 

-Q-Q By a cosmopolitan outlook. I mean, being free from local or national prejudices and belonging to a wider 

societalsocietal formation, which involves an all-inclusive, non-excliisionarv form of (for lack of a better term) 

citizenship. citizenship. 
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otherr more reliable sources in the current literature, which adds to Swamy's 'credibility factor'. Similarly, the 

politicall scientist Maya Chadda's chapter that deals with the 'narratives' o f the (Eelam) Tamil ethnic nation 

(Chaddaa 1997:). displays similar sloppiness in relation to basic historical facts and data. To the extent that it 

evenn involves inaccuracies pertaining to the names and organisational positions (within the leadership 

structure)) o f Tamil paramilitaries whom she interviewed - despite the use of copious endnotes that allude to 

herr 'authority". Furthermore, there is little comparative 'insights' or advantage to be had (in comparison with 

thee Sikh and Kashmiri contexts), in what is a somewhat dated, rehashing o f well-known arguments (in the Sri 

Lankann context). 

Anotherr journalist, Wil l iam McGowan. has written an entertainingly Eurocentric (of the British 

variety)) travelogue pertaining to 'his discovery' o f Sri Lanka. McGowan's account covers a period of bloody 

massacress that took place. In particular, during the armed confrontation between the armed services of the 

governmentt of Sri Lanka and affiliated death squads on one side, and the putschist JVP and its populist 

(military)) wing the Deshapremi Janatha Viyaparaya (DJV or Patriotic Peoples Organisation) on the other. 

McGowann also examines the warfare between the LTTE and its enemies, ranging from the government o f Sri 

Lanka,, the Indian Peace Keeping Force ( IPKF) and rival Tamil paramilitaries. For what McGowan lacks in 

termss of analysis, he makes up through a compendium of cross-ethnic perspectives and experiences, spanning 

thee brutal, the mundane, the sublime and the intimate and an engaging style, that can be mistaken at times for 

arrogance. . 

...thee colour of violence, mirrors o f violence, Panjabi. Anannya b...Gunaratna. Chandraprema, Tambiah. 

Kemper.. Kapferer. Ketheswaran, Jayawardena... 

Fromm a South Asian/Sri Lanka studies perspective, this lack o f attention to detail takes away from the 

qualitvv o f writ ing, in what are in general, descriptive pieces o f work. What can really remedy this untenable 

situationn is for the publication o f better researched,gender sensitive anthologies, containing among others, the 
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narrativess (and writings) of' insider participant-actors, that reflect their different experiences and 'realities" 

(e.g.. during the course of the Edam national liberation struggle). It is therefore necessary tbr Sri Lanka and 

Southh Asian studies scholars, to conduct further, well researched and theoretically refined scrutiny o f their own 

-- in order to make serious contributions to the study of political violence, war and other related phenomena in 

thee subcontinent. In the Sri Lankan context, such an approach wi l l no doubt provide greater understanding and 

neww perspectives. Especially concerning the continuities and changes that have taken place, since the initiation 

o ff the concept o f a separate state for the Tamils of Lanka and in the process o f attempting to achieve this end 

throughh (organised) armed struüüle. 
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